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BEDS VMCC NEWS
KEEPING YOU INFORMED DURING LOCK-DOWN

Where did I put that duster? [see pages 5-6]

EDITORIAL
Way back in Issue Four (May 21st, 2020) Nige Coote’s ‘From the Archive’ included a cutting of the first ever Bedfordshire Section Notes in the VMCC
Journal, reporting on the inaugural meeting and expressing the hope that it would soon be granted full section status, but it didn’t give the year.
Searching through back copies I eventually found it in the August 1978 copy, the meeting having taken place on June 28th. (Nige could probably have
told me that, if I’d bothered to ask!). So, you may ask, what has that got to do with anything? Well, I thought it might be interesting to reprint some of
the historical Section Notes in the newsletter, as a sort of ‘Looking Back’ feature, but it seems we were a bit of a secret section in those days – the next
notes appeared three months later, then nothing at all for a whole year. I’ll see what I can find for the next issue. Incidentally, the VMCC membership
in August 1978 stood at ‘more than 5000’; the journal included a report on the Banbury Run and the 2nd part of a 10-page obituary for Dan Macdiarmid
– actually an article written by himself on the revival of the vintage racing scene. In the small ads you could have bought an ex-WD Matchless 350 for
£230 or a Triumph Tiger 80 for £300.
Apologies for not sending an email for last week’s virtual clubnight - but it’s still available on: http://wcurry.co.uk/vmccbeds/net_night_feb/w_001.html
Many thanks to this issue’s contributors: Don, Gerry, Gordon, Kerry, Richard and Will. As always, please keep the contributions coming.
Only one response to Ivor’s quest for bikes named after birds – Richard Chambers was thinking the other way around: Amal Clooney (George’s missus).
I was tempted to add “Bat” but, of course, it’s a mammal, although there is a biblical reference to it as a bird – Leviticus 11:13-19 – so maybe it counts?
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From the family album
BRYAN MARSH
A few issues ago, Don Mckeand showed some pictures from his family
motorcycle photo album and invited others to do the same.
Unfortunately, this didn’t seem to stir much activity so I’m stepping into
the breach with a couple from mine. These, however, are rare because I
don’t really come from a motorcycling family; my Dad did have a
Norman Nippy for many years, to get to and from work, but I’m not sure
that counts, and no-one ever seems to have thought it worthy of getting
the Box Brownie out for a picture of him with it. Nevertheless, like any
youngster in pre-war days, I guess he would have been in awe of anyone
who did have a bike and the picture below shows him, probably aged
about 15, on the back of a Velocette belonging to a visitor staying at his
mother and father’s house near Poundstock in North Cornwall.

Perils of lockdown boredom
GORDON HALLETT
Spent all Monday “fiddling” i.e. trying to find things to do in the garage.
So, what else was there to do in the evening; see if there are any nice
bikes on the internet maybe?
Nowt on e-bay, so try “Catawiki”, a European auction site, where the
Motom came from.
Um, that’s a smart looking Gilera Regolarita 202. Read the blurb,
“inspired by the Company’s success with their 4-stroke competition
models”, so also known as a replica 175 Regolarita!! with a 202cc
conversion. So do a bit of research and have another look. Due to finish
that night, and sitting at 1850 Euros, but below the reserve. Estimated
at 3.2-3.7k Euros, well, I wonder what that reserve is set at, so I offer
€2050, thinking it might be €2000. No, “bid below reserve”, well I tried,
and I am short of space, and it’s getting close to my bedtime. Nightnight.
Check my e-mail next morning, and blow-me-down, offer accepted if I
still had an interest. Frantic phone calls, how much to ship here, what
do I need to do now we are British, and not European. All sorted, I’m
happy, so I confirm my interest, and pay. Transport firm have a van in
Germany now, coming home via Italy to do a drop, and now a pick up;
should be here by end of January.

My dad, Arthur Marsh, cadging a ride, pre-war, with a visiting Velo owner

The only other picture I have is of my father’s uncle, Jack Smale, who
owned a grocery shop in Bude and used a motorcycle for local deliveries
- hence the large wicker basket on the back. It’s obviously a BSA and I
recall it being said to be a 250. My father also sometimes helped with
deliveries, using the same bike, before joining the navy in 1941 or 1942.

E-mail the Gilera Historic Registrar on Wednesday with the
frame/engine numbers to get a dating letter; sounds simple. I’ve done it
before, BUT the reply informed me that the numbers do not relate to an
off-road machine (how did they know, has someone tried before me,
and sent a photo of the bike?????).
I know, I’ll get in touch with Stu Thompson, he’s the kiddie on Gileras.
The info he sent me confirmed that the numbers were indeed a 175
competition model, so, let’s wait till it gets here, then try to sort it out.
The shippers were now worried, as the bike was sold with no papers,
and paperwork was required to get it out of Italy. Their Italian agent said
this was new due to its destination being “out of the EU” and a bill of
sale was no longer proof that I bought it, (anyone can write one). I had
to send a copy of my receipt from Catawiki to the agent.

My dad’s Uncle Jack Smale and his BSA 250, delivering groceries from
his shop in Bude, North Cornwall

Thursday morning, I am informed by phone that that receipt was no
good, a copy of my bank transfer was required to get the “T” form, BUT
I paid by debit card, I said. “Oh s**t, then you better get down to your
bank and ask for a copy of the transaction”. “OK, but reduced hours at
banks could cause a delay with that”, I replied. Then a deadline of noon
was agreed, as it was due to be collected by mid-afternoon, but the driver
could get no reply from the keeper’s phone. So I rang the seller, and via
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bad English, was told he could nothing about it, as he was on business
in Greece!!!! “But driver should wait at keeper’s house till he gets home
from work!!”
The tail-end of storm Christoph greeted me as a queued for the one-out,
one-in system outside the bank, just for a bit of paper, which was emailed to the shippers with an hour to spare.
Early evening, I get a call from the shippers, sorry there will be a delay.
Catawiki is a Dutch company, so the port of departure from the EU
needs to be Holland, where payment was made, so my bike will have to
sit in a Belgian warehouse while the driver comes back home. Next
week, a van with two bikes on board will go to Germany, collect my
bike on the return leg, drive into Holland for customs clearance, then
hopefully home to me.
I am assured by the shippers (Chas Mortimer) that things should
improve, and they are still learning. They are not even sure how much
the customs clearance will be, or what HMRC will charge on entry to
the UK. I will keep you all posted.
This has been the fifth bike I have bought in from our ex partners, all
from Italy and Spain, but they were straightforward, and I will think
twice, or maybe thrice about importing another.

Motoring as a Beauty Destroyer
Many women are discovering that living on a motor car is most
destructive of beauty. Moderate motoring, by improving health and the
capacity for sleep, enhances a woman's charm, but the hardened tourist
type of 150 miles a day tans and coarsens her skin and gets crow's feet
round her eyes. Her face loses its soft womanly contour and gains
hardness and determination. Of course, the same is true of many outdoor
sports indulged in to excess, but no other sport possesses such talismans
against beauty loss as lie in mask and goggles. Some devoted motorinas
fly in the face of Providence by refusing to wear even a veil, and their
punishment in loss of loveliness is out of all proportion to their sins and
negligence of automobile appliances for preserving beauty.
[The Tatler - Wednesday 05 August 1903]

Something special
DON MCKEAND
In response to my urgent appeal for content for the last issue, Don
replied that we can't let the newsletter die – it’s too good for that! So
here are the pictures of Specials and One-offs he submitted:

It’s been a fraught few days, I hope the bike lives up to its expectation.
I wouldn’t mind, but I voted to STAY IN.
If there is a moral here, phrases like “devil & hands” are two words that
spring to mind.

The page 3 girl

What every girl wanted to take home from the 1948 Earls Court Show

The Slinger front wheel-mounted, De Dion engine seen at the Pioneer
Run
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Birmingham Scott and boat sidecar

Another one with a Gordon Hallett connection is the Birmingham Scott
sidecar outfit with an electric powered boat as the sidecar. Imitated the
Canterbury Belle boat/sidecar combo. Owned by Gordon's brother (sat
on the outfit) it appeared at a Shefford club night at least once.

Wanderer Special from our very own Gordon Hallett.

The veteran V twin was fitted with a gearbox in the 1920s (I think) and
passed through many hands who failed to get it to work until it ended
up with Gordon who finally got it mobile. It won the prize for Most
Technical Interest at the Banbury Run in 2016.
[Gordon – perhaps you’d like to fill in the details – Don says it’s quite
a story about how you got it sorted]

The twin-engined Villa

I think the Villa has two Rumi engines fitted. I saw it at the Pioneer Run
in 2012.

Swedish Army ski-equipped bike
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Not a one-off, but unlikely to be seen in the UK is the ski-equipped exSwedish Army bike. Not sure if it is a Monark or a Husqvarna, or
something else, but is owned by a Swedish REOC acquaintance SvenNeij Inge.

Reynolds Museum, Wetaskiwin
BRYAN MARSH
Where the heck is Wetaskiwin?, you might ask. Not far from Edmonton,
I would reply - but the Edmonton in Canada, not the one in North
London. It would have been 1985 or 1986 when I went there, riding my
Yamaha XJ650RJ ‘Seca’ on the round trip of approx. 295 miles from
Calgary, where I lived at the time.
Looking at the interweb suggests that the museum has now changed
beyond all recognition, into something rather plush compared to what it
was in the 1980s. I recently unearthed some of the photos I took and I
thought they might be of some interest.

Lastly, not a bike at all, but a prototype four-wheel drive vehicle made
by Rex McCandless of Featherbed frame fame. It is in the Ulster Folk
and Transport Museum, not far from Belfast.

Transfer deadline
KERRY DELLAR
Many of us are doing restoration during shutdown and can be
bewildered by the application of transfers / waterslides, I have just
bought some and have scanned these people’s recommendations for
application. I have known many people struggle and have disappointing
results like bubbled waterslides after application, also the horrible petrol
we now have can destroy both vinyl and waterslides.

Parked up outside the museum and a collection of rather rusty tractors

You can never have too many steam engines…

…or can you?

[I’m sure Classic Transfers won’t mind us including their instructions]

The wooden shack-like buildings of the museum were flanked by fields
and fields of rusty relics – cars, trucks, tractors, traction engines and the
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like – all lined up in the expectation that, maybe one day, they’d be
restored to their former glory. There were so many that I can’t imagine
that actually happened to all of them. Despite the harsh winters in that
part of the world, the air is very dry, and things simply don’t rust away
at anything like the rate they do over here. Fortunately, the bikes were
treated with a little more respect and lived within the museum buildings,
even if they didn’t seem to have seen a feather duster for quite some
time but, in a way, that just added to the charm of the place.
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right hand side of the picture below suggests the tank is actually
rectangular rather than the tubular type of the Pierce, so back to squareone on that one.

The machine to the right of centre in the picture above sports a veteran
Triumph-like, horizontal front fork but the front of the cylindrical petrol
tank looks too rounded for it to be a ‘Baby/Junior’ Triumph. I may be
wrong, I often am.

If ever I have a pickup truck, that’s the one I want

Unknown machine, with pillion saddle

The Youthful Motor Cyclist
Unfortunately, I didn’t record any details of the bikes in the photographs
below (In fact, I’m not sure there were any information boards there
anyway), and I’m not very knowledgeable on what, I assume, are
essentially American machines from the 1910s. Maybe someone can
help but the one in the middle of the picture below is clearly a HarleyDavidson – or so it says on the tank.

Why the motor cycle appeals to
the young man
ANONYMOUS, THE MOTOR CYCLE - JUNE 19TH, 1919
The reason for my intense desire to possess a motor cycle from the
earliest days was always somewhat obscure. When the young schoolboy
sees a reckless driver swerving round a blind corner at a dangerous
angle, he is always impressed, and at once feels the desire to be the
proud possessor of one of these machines. The sporting instinct that is
latent in every boy comes to the surface, and reveals itself in the wish to
accomplish something that appears not only dangerous and exciting, but
a feat that will attract attention and surprise the onlooker. It is this sense
of daring publicity that at first unconsciously appeals to the juvenile
rider.

I thought that the machine to the left of the Harley could have been a
Pierce Arrow, based on the shape of the tank, but looking at it on the

Initiation.
My first machine was a 3½ h.p. Rudge-Multi. The neatness of this
machine, however, did not satisfy me, and my chief desire was to
transform it immediately into a noisy, racy-looking mount, regardless
of the makers' design. The exhaust pipe was naturally one of the first
things to be removed, and a large copper one was fitted. The exterior
appearance, noise, and style of the machine are not all-important, but it
gives considerable pleasure to the young motor cyclist to lean
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dangerously over the back of the machine and hear the roar from a
carefully-constructed exhaust pipe.
To make quite certain that the exhaust was satisfactory I employed some
boy friends, with large ears, who congregated at the appointed spot on
the chosen route, to carry out the noise test.
A sense of lordly predominance crept over me, and as I approached the,
excited faces with ears strained to catch the growing roar of my exhaust,
I carefully affected, the correct racing attitude as I dashed by, to return
a hero, and receive the glowing praises from my little group of admirers.
Many of these tests were carried out until it was unanimously agreed
that the noise was perfect and would surpass that of any other machine
in the neighbourhood.

BEDS VMCC
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combined with the attractive scenery of the pleasure resort, formed a
most exhilarating recreation. The pastime, in my opinion, would be very
dull were it not for competitions and hill-climbs, which are usually very
amusing. A considerable amount of practice is required to compete with
professional riders, but the practice that is necessary affords some
exciting and enjoyable hours.
I have found that much amusement can be obtained by what might be
termed "scientific" riding. Considerable skill is required to take,
successfully, a sharp bend in the road at sufficient speed to reach the
standard required in speed trials or hill-climbs, and a most enjoyable
hour, or so can be spent by practising this difficult task. A corner having
a soft grassy bank on the near side is the most suitable, and much more
comfortable, as the inexperienced rider is bound to have a number of
falls, resulting from bad judgment of the angle at which he can ride his
machine.
The centre of gravity of the machine should be as low as possible to
hold the tyres to the road. This, however, can be considerably aided by
the riding position affected by the driver. Thoroughly to enjoy the
qualities of a machine of this type, all superfluous fittings and gadgets
should be removed. A speedometer, throttle, and ignition controls only,
should adorn the low T.T. handlebars which are essential to allow the
rider's body to form, as near as possible, a streamline or anti-wind
resistance position.
The pastime under these conditions is both inexpensive and enjoyable,
and the proud owner of an efficient motor cycle of this kind always has
the satisfaction of knowing that his machine is in the best possible state
of repair and capable of doing any kind of work at any time.

Looking back…
Long-distance touring never appeals very much to me. Preparing a route
to arrive at a pre-arranged destination and return by another way is
devoid of excitement. I maintain that a machine can be more
instructively appreciated when the road work constitutes a form of test
upon some new adjustment or improvement that has been fitted. There
are, however, conditions under which touring can be made quite
enjoyable: by the addition of a cushion strapped on to the carrier of the
machine, and the customary flapper seated thereon. The details of the
best means of successfully arranging these excursions are, however,
much too complex to explain, and should be left to the ingenuity of the
individual.
A small workshop is desirable, sufficiently equipped to enable the rider
to effect any small repair or adjustment. The greatest fun can be found
by continually adjusting the tappets, the magneto, and valve timing gear,
and fitting different sized jets, experimenting with various mixtures of
fuels, and carburetter adjustments, such as a home-made design of
induction pipe, air intake, and carburetter heating device. Very little
machinery is necessary: a small Drummond lathe, a vice, and set of
useful tools, are quite sufficient to tune up or rebush any part of the
machine. A motor cycle is never perfect in the eyes of us youngsters,
and the wet and dull days can be spent in a very instructive and
interesting way by experimenting with any of these fittings. The
sporting machine offers a very wide scope for indoor amusement; and,
when the next suitable day arrives for outdoor riding, there is always
something engrossingly new to be tested, which not only affords
constant amusement, but prepares the machine for the forthcoming trials
for which the enthusiast will enter.

RICHARD CHAMBERS

Brian Cornwell and his Sunbeam at the Arthur King Memorial Run

Another of the many reasons why I like the motor cycle is the
fascination of speed trials and hill-climbs, and I think that one of the
best conditions under which a speed trial can be carried out is on a wide
stretch of sand. Although the small disadvantage created by the fine dry
sand entering the exposed parts of the machine is annoying, sand offers
a good surface for speed tests, especially if it is slightly damp.
Exciting Competitions.
During the summer months I spent many happy week-ends at a seaside
resort on the West coast, where a five-mile track of sand, damped by the
ebbing tide, was popularly attended by enthusiastic motor cyclists; and
after a pleasant run from my home, about thirty miles distant, an
impromptu race on the sands, with an equally powered machine,

Norm Lorton, and his ES2, checking the route for the Albert Brown Run
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The list goes on with straightening the centre stand and more welding
to its stop blocks to restore its articulation angles. As with most British
bikes this one was a real pain to get on and off the centre stand. The
welding and fettling plus the addition of a folding lifting handle have
now reduced the chance of me having a hernia.
The original remit was to recreate the original machine i.e. nice to ride
and have patina. This is proving to be more difficult than a straight
restoration and I am experimenting with paint techniques to try and
blend in any parts that need refinishing. I have bead blasted a myriad of
smaller parts and when it's a little warmer painting will be on the agenda.
Then I will have some clean bits to bolt on.
In the meantime, Boris is kindly being cautious and I am working on
rejigging the brake light switch and a few minor niceties as most of the
mechanical parts are now overhauled and working.

1956 D3 Bantam with Dorothy in the background and a Norton behind
the sidecar you can just see behind the deckchairs on the left

Before the dreaded Covid descended upon us, another upset was the end
of the Shuttleworth steam weekend, for whatever reason.

Keeping busy during lockdown
GERRY GIBBINS
The Velo MSS has been receiving some attention and the rear mudguard
has now been metal finished, filled and primed.

The Rudge Multi is completed but still with me. The Courier is at long
last is making noises about picking it up, for return to my friend Chris.
I have told him, jokingly, that I quite like his bike and may enter it for
some events if it's not collected. A little more room to work will be
welcome.

The Velo is not progressing as fast as I would like but gradually getting
nearer to venturing a little bit further than the driveway.

The final application of idleness
The picture shows some of the removed rusty bits laying on the rear
tyre. As with all things, seek and you will find, namely some more rust
in the front of the mudguard. There being no Autojumbles has reduced
essential restoration supplies and work was brought to a temporary halt,
but good old eBay provided some more 'Jenolite' and 'Seam Sealer' to
sort that out. While they were awaited, I discovered that I had a watercooled toolbox courtesy of seven unwanted holes and a slot from at least
two different voltage regulators installed in there. This was one legacy
I didn't need, and they have been welded up and the associated fixing
brackets remade.

WILL CURRY
The last example of applied idleness is my process for creating route
maps, not something there's been much use for lately. I like a wellengineered route map of the 'Tulip' variety. Legibility is obviously
important as things are not going to go well if I can't read it. A consistent
layout is also important as there isn't always a lot of time to read the
next direction. I also prefer route cards where the distance between
junctions is marked.
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This all started when I helped out with the first Roger and Arthur King
Memorial Run. The three route sheets with about 90 junctions had taken
days to produce traditionally and a last-minute road closure meant a
detour had to be added to the first sheet. This needed two extra junctions
and increased the overall mileage and so all three sheets needed
redrawing. This wasn't going to happen again - life is too short.

An amount of programming produced a process capable of reading the
instructions from a text file and creating a PDF file containing the
formatted route sheet. The format is adaptable in that the output can be
quite concise with as many as 35 junctions to a side or much more
friendly to older eyes with as few as 15 junctions per side and much
bigger letters too.

Autumn Gold 2019 in a larger format.

Part of the formatting is to total up the distances between junctions and
so changes to them are automatically incorporated into the overall
distances shown in subsequent junction diagrams.
The advantage is the speed with which the route sheet is formatted minutes rather than hours - and so changes to add or remove junctions
are no longer such a nightmare.
It then occurred to me that a graphic interface would make creation of
the text file of junction descriptions somewhat easier . . .
A junction diagram

A junction has a set of instructions such as 'Turn Left', perhaps a
signpost 'Chalton 2' and a road name 'Windmill Lane'. There may be a
comment such as 'By the Bus Stop' and there should be at least one
mileage, that from the start and, preferably, that from the last junction.
Finally, there should be a diagram of the junction.
If this information is written as a line of text with commas to separate
each part a complete route sheet can be described in a text file with one
line for each junction.

A screenshot of the editor

A motor cycle on the highway

Part of the source text for the Autumn Gold 2019 route card

The challenging part to me was how to describe the graphic in such a
way that the graphic can be created automatically. In the end I used a
two-letter code to describe the junction type - 'ra' for roundabout for
example and a string of numbers to define the angles the exits make at
the junction with the first number being the angle of the exit.

Part of the Autumn Gold 2019 route card as printed

William Warren, cycle agent, was charged with furiously driving a
motor bicycle to the danger of the public, at Biggleswade, on July 24th.
Mr Stimson of the Midland Circuit defended. P.C. Teale said the
defendant rode the cycle a little before nine in the evening at the rate of
12 miles an hour at Rose Terrace. There was a number of women and
children about. Cross-examined: He did not time the cycle between any
two points. The children had to run out of the way. The defendant was
going quite as fast as butcher’s carts sometimes drive about
Biggleswade. He did not complain to the defendant of the noise the
cycle made. He had not asked anyone who had been endangered by the
defendant’s driving to give evidence Mr Stimson urged that there had
been no evidence of furious driving and that no passenger on the
highway was endangered. It was, he said, a fair subject for comment
that not one of the women who were near had been called before the
Bench to corroborate the testimony of the police. The defendant who
was examined on his own behalf said the pace was no more than six
miles an hour and none but the constable objected to the way he drove
the bicycle. Ralph Newman, a market gardener, also estimated that the
pace was about six miles an hour. The Magistrates convicted the
defendant and fined him £1 including costs, the Chairman saying they
had imposed a small fine because a promise had been given that the
defendant would not in future drive the bicycle in such way to cause
annoyance to the public.
[Biggleswade Chronicle - Friday 09 August 1901]
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